
     Pre-context III – THE SUN CYCLE Pt.III:      -     -     -     

ARAGORN-ISH LIONS: the 'double centroverted' Sun
In 'Interludes 4A/B', we characterized the Sun as a 'diametric visionary' e.g. 

its transit across Aquarius-Pisces-Aries-Taurus 'lights up' Leo-Virgo-Libra-Scorpio 
so that, in turn, it 'sees' its own (6 month) 'destination'. Insofar as the (5) signs that, 
in the circumferential sense, reside between the Sun and its 'destination', some level 
of 'waiting' is required. For example, it takes > than a month for a Sun in Aquarius 
to 'reach' Aries, but a Sun in Libra can 'see' Aries 'now'. Therefore, as it negotiates 
Pisces, a Sun in Aquarius needs to 'defer' to its 'memories' of Sun in Libra... 

Similarly, while a Sun in Leo is dealing with Virgo's 'fire-earth collision' that 
is standing between it and (the Sun in) Libra, the Sun in Aries has the advantage of a 
'diametric' access to Libra. And, when it comes to 'waiting' for the auxiliary input of 
Cancer, a Sun in Leo will be 'waiting' for 8 months more than a Sun in Aries! The 1st 
problem that '5-5' (or '5-6', '5-7', '5-8' & '5-9) faces is the need to 'wait' for anything 
up to 11months before being able to see the underpinning 'role' that Cancer plays in 
the 'ascending' challenges of the spirit. Then again, natal 'double Lions' could argue 
that the 'centroverting' Sun, when it is placed in its own 'mid-(summer)' sign of Leo, 
could operate like Christ (i.e. immediately 'see' the whole zodiac) if only s/he had the 
chance to stretch out under a 'world tree' in the 'centre' of the savannah, lick his/her 
paws and, like C.G. Jung, day-dream of mandalas...

In Phil Alden Robinson's “Field of Dreams”, Ray Kinsela (Kevin Costner) is 
in the 'middle' of his mid-life crisis. His 'father-archetype' has remained “projected” 
onto his (now deceased) biological father... now a father himself, Ray is admitting to 
himself that he didn't understand or appreciate his father when he 'rebelled' against 
him during his quarter-life crisis. What is worse, he now realizes that he is “turning 
into” his father. Of course, the only thing that you can do when you are turning into 
something is to “turn in” in a different kind of way...

Dream characters have a way of informing the individual where s/he is losing 
his/her 'middle-grounds'. Ray's first dream character is his father's hero, “Shoe-less 
Joe Jackson” (Ray Liotta), a professional baseball player who had (apparently) been 
framed for corrupting the 'spirit' of baseball... in Ray's mind, Shoe-less Joe was just 
like his father i.e. someone who turned something that is supposed to be a '5 joy' into 
something that invoked the battleground of '8-to-10 attrition'. The second character 
(not quite a dream character) is the writer who's 'Salinger-esque' works had helped 
Ray rebel against his father, “Terence Mann” (James L. Jones). He represents Ray's 
mid-life crisis... a kind of '7-Libra-idealist-into-8-Scorpio-cynic' who had been busy 
during the 60's only to realize that he was vainly preaching to the converted (whom, 
in any case, became a bunch of utter pains in the you-know-what). Not to be outdone 
by this '7-8', we also see a '6 character' (that '5 Leo' could easily 'trip over')... 

The third (definitely dream) character that Ray encounters is “Doc Graham” 
(Burt Lancaster), who 'sacrifices' his '5 joy' (for '6 work')... because, after all, this is 
what is best for Ray's daughter's upbringing. All anyone needs is one innings-worth 
of winking at the opponent. Ray can't “ease his pain” because, all the while, he can't 
stop from asking “what's in it for me?” When you bring your inner father up-out-of 
your unconscious, you are glad that you can (Virgoanly) 'plant' it exactly where you 



found it, within. If, as the dreamer cycles anti-clockwisely through the baseball field 
bases, it “turns out” that his can transcend the field at the 2nd base, he won't need an 
'outer', publicly acclaimed 'home run' in any case. 

* * * * *
From the Freudastrological perspective, the most abused term in psychology 

is “ego”. Time & time again, countless individuals take the view that countless other 
countless individuals have “huge egos”. FA doesn't agree: time & time again, what is 
usually thought of as psychological “hugeness” only applies to the ig, id & superego. 
Indeed, the middle-ground-seeking ego is the organ that prevents “hugeness”.

Nonetheless, we do agree that some of the astrological symbols of the ego are 
not completely immune from the 'ego-size' issue... for example a Sun-Leo individual 
who is lazy about the meaning of his/her progession(s) into Virgo-(Libra-Scorpio) is 
likely to suffer from an (at least, mild) “inflation” but, for the outside observer, such 
a condition would still take a swathe of careful observations to confirm. By the time 
the pscyhoanalyst has sufficiently “deflated” the trouble that ig, id & superego have 
stirred up, the ego will, in any case, grow away from its various “Icarus” precipices, 
especially if the analysand's natal Sun isn't beseiged by difficult planets (by 'aspect'). 
If the analysand's natal Sun is placed in the signs (houses) of the right hemisphere, it 
is less a challenge of “deflating” the Sun and more a challenge of “reaching” it.

Now, of course, the individual is given a Solar opportunity to “reach” his/her 
right hemisphere(s) once-per-year... the holy-days of Good (Jupiter) Friday through 
Easter (Saturn) Saturday to Easter (Sun) Sunday describe the paradox of 'dying' at 
the point of 'birth'. In other words, at 0º of , the Sun embraces its own paradox by 
'lighting up' its '(diametric) foresight' into Libra-Scorpio.

If, dear reader, you have read your way through 'Pre-context II's Jew/Gentile 
comparisons, you will know that Christ is the redeemer of not only Adam (Aries) but 
also Eve (Taurus), Abel-Cain (Gemini) and endogamous Noah (Cancer), whereas the 
obvious redeemer candidate (for Abraham-Isaac-Jacob/Esau-David) is the unifier of 
the Jewish kingdom, Solomon. The Jew//(Gentile-now)-Christian parallel that comes 
to our attention here is the subsequent histories of the k/Kingdoms: neither Solomon 
nor Christ bequeathed lasting unity. Solomon might not have been “Brian” or Christ 
but we do expect our k/Kings to 'prove' their capacity for “integration”.

As noted above, Christ was not “Brian” (i.e. h/He only 'begins' at Capricorn; 
h/He illustrates the full zodiac cycle). Solomon may (or may not) have had natal Sun 
in Leo but no human king would live long enough to experience the progression into 
Capricorn (>120yrs), let alone a full cycle of the zodiac. If Solomon did have a natal 
Sun in Leo, yes, he would have had 'diametric foresight' into Aquarius but the Goat 
(and, therefore, the Crab) were harder to 'see'. Therefore, we can say that Solomon-
the-(possibly)-Sun-in-Leo-king probably failed to 'get it' that his queen had the task 
of appointing a “prime minister” who could “represent the shame that his 'subjects' 
were refusing to feel”... to, thereby, avoid a “Babylonian captivity”.

The Jews, of course, have a great comeback here... the whole 21stC world is a 
kind of “Babylonian captive”. This might be the case because (as argued elsewhere) 
'Earth = Purgatory'. If, however, the Earth is 'meant' for something better than this, 
'centroverts' will need to be more creative as they look 'down' (and, then, 'up') to...



SUN IN LEO (☼ in ): a '5-5 INTERACTION'
(Apollo-Icarus) C.G. Jung, Stanley Kubrick; George Bernard Shaw; Prince 

George; Gene Roddenberry: Madonna; Amelia Earheart; Whitney Houston; Mata 
Hari; Percy B. Shelley; Barack Obama; David Koresh 

 The Sun in Leo can be seen as the Solar 'homecoming'... yet, as noted in our 
opening section, we need to wonder the extent to which the 'already there' (i.e. natal) 
Sun in Leo individual has enough memory of Aries and the 'extraverted' homeward 
journey. If s/he has, say, Moon, Venus, Mercury in Taurus-Gemini-Cancer (e.g. C.G. 
Jung), s/he has some chance of  'getting' the term “quintessence”. Can, however, the 
'getting' of the term “quintessence” lead to a downplaying of Virgo's “sextessence”?

This, of course, is Freudastrology's 'criticism' of Christ i.e. Christ's complete 
mastery of sublimation allowed h/Him to 'fly past' Virgo's (earthy sublimation) task 
of 'organizing the instincts'. As if aping Christ, Jung's (Virgoan) earthy sublimation 
has also left something to be desired... for FA, Jung needed to consider his 'mundane 
father' more carefully (i.e. Freud) before worrying about any 'spiritual f/Father'. As 
noted in our Sun in Sagittarius mini-esssay, however, an “identification” with Christ 
isn't always as bad as some psychologists might make it out to be...

At this point, dear (longstanding) reader, you might be reeling back in horror 
i.e. haven't we spent 3-4 volumes repeatedly warning you against “identifying” with 
d/Divinity? Answer: “yes... but”. OK, so what is the “but”? Answer: there are many 
more individuals who are “unconsiously identified” with Yahweh than meet the eye 
i.e. if someone “thinks s/he is God” (e.g. the 'scientist' who 'knows' that God doesn't 
exist... s/he must be God to 'know' this), an 'identification with Christ' (as incredible 
as it first might appear) constitutes, by comparison, a 50% act of humility. Yes, after 
s/he has succeeded with this first humbling, s/he does well to 'keep going' all the way 
to 100% human but the Bible's story suggests that Christ's could be a kind of 'step-
down stone'... especially for those (<2%) who have redeemed their 4th psychological 
(i.e. epistemological) function. And, for those with natal Sun in Leo, the 4th function 
often turns out to be sensation. 

As you, dear reader, can see above, the best example of someone with a decent 
ego construction who, nonetheless, had yet to significantly 'redeem' his 4th function is 
C.G. Jung (NB* just because he wrote worthwhile stuff about the sensation function 
doesn't mean that he 'redeemed' it). Indeed, we take the view that Jung's 'blindness' 
to 'centroverted earth' (Virgo) was what led him to his mistakes, not only in relation 
to Freud's insights into sexual organizations but also in relation to (post)-Darwinian 
insights into that  bugaboo of all science, (Lamarckian) teleology...

Jung could have avoided mistaking Freud if he had taken up the opportunity 
that his Sun “progression” through Virgo was indicating i.e. the Sun in Virgo is able 
to 'get' Pisces and, in doing so, it can 'get it' that '4''s Oedipus complex represents an 
advance beyond '12''s collective unconscious (i.e. Jung took the opposite view that an 
analysand's sexual dreams were “regressions”, not “progressions”). When a Virgoan 
hero-ine is abducted into Scorpio's knowledge that genetic 'truths', when channelled 
through the large-scale, overarching evolutionary 'laws' of Aquarius, can 'reach' the 
phenotypic realm of Taurus-Gemini without any sense of 'purpose', s/he is now able 
to 'get' Virgo as the teleological version of earthy-Taurus-(airy-Gemini). In short, to 



become the “scientist” that Jung wanted to be, he would first have needed to define 
the word “science” through all levels of the epistemological Babel. He didn't.

Now, Jung could have solved this problem immediately... all he needed to do 
was accept Freud's description of him as a “prophet”. Freud, of course, had already 
concluded that Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea etc., were already dozens of 
prophets too many... the world didn't need another one. The trouble for poor Freud, 
however, was that he too would be deemed by “science” as “unscientific” (recall our 
notes that we take Freud to be a “meta-scientist”) and, instead of being a “prophet” 
for the redemptive process of “individuation”, Freud would be cast as the “prophet” 
of (anti-redemptive) “doom”; as Diane Keaton's character in Woody's “Manhatten” 
chortles, Homo sapiens is a species that loves to intellectually trick itself away from 
its psycho-sexual hang ups and, via “displacements”, throw itself out-into grandiose 
spiritual gestures.    

In our prior discussion of the 5th house ('4 Corners of the Cosmos: Ch.69'), we 
made note of Stanley Kubrick's “Shining” hero, “Danny”, a 7yrs old (or so) boy who 
returns to a (mino-Taurean) labyrinth and realizes that his footsteps are his Ariadne 
thread. If, at this point, dear reader, you are now recalling our discussion of the anti-
clockwising & centroverting Sun cycling along without a “retrograde” phase (e.g. to 
Taurus), you have everry right to 'complain' that we are inconsistent. 

Nonetheless, the fact remains that a Leo-Sun does have its '(diametric) talent' 
for 'shining' across to the introverted Aquarian-Piscean realm of collective madness 
and the labyrinth in “The Shining” is a wintery labyrinth. Moreover, the individual 
who has a natal Sun in Leo may claim that, 3 months prior to his/her birth (i.e. while 
still a '4th quadrant-er'), the Sun, transiting through Taurus, may have had a womby 
impact on his/her 'foetal pre-self' and, therefore, Taurus could be more Platonically 
'memorable' than your average Freudastrologer might immediately assume.

Then again, the second fact remains that Leo-Sunned C.G. Jung never really 
'got' Taurus-Sunned Freud (nor Freud's anima-Ariadne)... so, we Freudastrologers 
can remain loyal to our view that Sun-Leo can be somewhat slow on the extraverted 
uptake (we haven't typed the word “uptake” idly here, either). In short, it might not 
be until the end of life (i.e. when the Sun has progressed to Scorpio) that a natal Sun 
in Leo 'gets' Taurus as an 'advance' on Pisces' “collective unconscious”. 

Then again again, the Sun in Leo individual might insist that s/he only has to 
'wait' for 9 months after every birthday to experience Taurus (and, in turn, Gemini-
Cancer) i.e. FA is downplaying the Sun's transit in expense of the Sun's progression. 
This is a fair insistence, but it doesn't prevent us from advising '5-5-ers' to “identify 
enough” with Christ (rather than Solomon; see our introductory section) so that s/he 
can grasp the 'zodiac-as-a-whole', especially the pre-Taurus signs...

All Sun in Leo individuals 'intutively' know of the importance of 'c/Centres'. 
The trouble is, however, that intuition itself needs 'centering' between its auxiliaries, 
thinking and feeling, before it can be fully confident of redeeming its sensation. The 
“deer hunter” Sun in Leo individual might (continually) 'trip over' Virgo but only a 
month or so after this, s/he does have the chance to '(diametrically) get' Taurus from 
mid-autumn Scorpio... well enough, perhaps, that the Sun-Lion individual might be 
able complete his/her “transformation” in “one shot”. But first, back to...



SUN IN VIRGO (☼ in ): a '5-6 INTERACTION' 
(Apollo-Icarus) Mary Shelley; Liz Greene; Agatha Christie; Greta Garbo; 

Sophia Loren; Werner Herzog; Wayne Shorter; Christopher Isherwood; Stephen 
Fry; River Phoenix; Oliver Stone; Ed Gein

By now, dear reader, we're sure that you've had quite enough of the Demeter-
Persephone-Hades myth and its relationship to '12-2-4-6-8' and you would like us to 
discuss other myths that deal with the feminine aspects of the 'anti-clockwise sweep'. 
Although we will do exactly this in this section, we won't rush to it. First, we need to 
re-visit the fact that the Sun in Virgo (centroverting fire in centroverted earth) has a 
'(diametric) talent' for understanding the water sign that is opposite (i.e. introverted 
Pisces) but it is this very talent that can lead to a disinterest in the extraverted values 
that (har, har) matter to Taurus. In short, the Virgo-Sun is much like the Leo-Sun in 
the way that they both struggle to give extraversion its rightful place e.g. 'narcissistic 
sadism' has its rightful Darwinian place in each and everyone's psychology. After all, 
it is Persephone's 'job' to 'refine' that which, in the middle of spring, Demeter brings 
to the 'unrefined' psyche... and, when the Sun is in the sign of the Maiden, it is fair to 
say that her 'job description' now includes “transformation” i.e. if the ingredients of 
“transformation” are 'refined', any subsequent “transformation” will be smoother.    

Thus far, our use of the word “transformation” shouldn't be presenting many 
problems... the process that humanizes the animal applies straighforwardly to Rams, 
Bulls, Crabs and Lions. If there were a lower hemispheric sign that might scratch its 
head over this word, it would be the only sign, prior to Virgo, that is not symbolized 
by an animal i.e. Gemini. Then again, when we recall that the '5 Sun' is Lion-ish, we 
still see something animal-ish to be transformed when the Sun is in Gemini i.e. what 
do you get when you cross a Twin with a Lion? (Answer: a Falcon?) 

FA takes this same 'semi-animal' logic forward to the Sun placed in Virgo i.e. 
what to do you get when you cross a Lion with a Maiden? Answer: in the same way 
that the Sun's 'masculinizing' influence can make a cow a Bull (see 'Interlude: 4A'), 
so can the Sun's 'masculinizing' influence turn a Maiden into a Bachelor who, in the 
manner of Theseus, will heroically face a Bull-monster a-la Perseus-and-his-Gorgon. 
The Gorgon is a good image for Virgo insofar as (i) because it is a matter-earth sign 
in a rising-spiritual right hemisphere, it runs the danger of being too 'concretic' and 
(ii) the Gorgon is a good symbol for the 'mid-life' progression of the natal Virgo Sun 
into Scorpio... wherein the puzzle of 'concretism' comes to a (yuk, yuk) snake head.

The 'midlife crisis' is something that eveyone needs to face. Still, a natal Sun 
in Virgo has a triple-concretizing-whammy of (i) the Gorgon-problem (noted above) 
(ii) the 'concretizing' effect of compensating Saturn... the 'mid-life' Saturn-to-Saturn 
opposition incorporates the 2nd archetype (i.e. 180º) & (iii) the capacity of airy Libra 
to 'wormtongue' earthy Virgo away from (what should be) a watery ally, Scorpio. To 
be completely fair regarding Virgo's watery allies, however, we have to acknowledge 
her 'diametric access' to watery Pisces... yet, if Sun-in-Virgo fails to differentiate '12' 
out from '4-8', we might see rather more Ed Gein and rather less Liz Greene...

At this point, some readers (especially those, perhaps, with Sun in Virgo) will 
'complain' that Perseus manages to defeat the Gorgon because '7 Athene' has given 
him the reflective '7 shield'. We answer this with the suggestion that Perseus may be 



better off rescuing (instead of defeating) the Gorgon because it symbolizes the 'other 
side' of the anima... the side without which Perseus' love interest, Andromeda, would 
be incomplete. To further our case, let's return to the Maiden's role as 'summator' of 
the lower-hemispheric ego-developmental “sextessence”...

Back at Aries, 'individuality' is strong... 'individuality', however, will only be 
registered on the surface unless Aries 'gets it' that it needs to 'reach' Leo. If the Ram 
does 'reach' the Lion, the psyche will be able to intuit the link between the surface & 
the depth of 'individuality' (i.e. “individuation”). If there is a problem with Leo, it is 
that it sits in the lower ('1st personal') hemisphere i.e. the link between the individual 
& the collective is still rather tenuous... the Sun in Leo has the '(diametric) talent' to 
'get' Aquarius but Christ's Ascension (FA-ers take the view that h/He transcends the 
zodiac through the Sagittarian door) tells us that, in terms of the 're-incarnate-man' 
aspect of the 'God-man', Capricorn is silent. Similarly, Virgo's '(diametric) talent' to 
'get' Pisces doesn't extend back to Capricorn-Aquarius and, so, we see the Maiden to 
be (if only relatively) naive about the 'high' collective (e.g. '11 Lucifer'). 

In other words, Virgo is like Leo (and, for that matter, Aries, Taurus, Gemini 
and Cancer) insofar as it fosters individual uniqueness but, at the same time, it may 
not completely distill uniqueness out of “chosen-ness”. Agreed, Leo is more likely to 
suffer from religious inflation more than Virgo but, then again, the '5-6 interaction' 
'connects' '5' to '6' more intrusively than it does when the Virgo's 30º is empty. This 
means that, once again, we must carve a path back to Judaism and, fast forwarding 
from Solomon, we come to a Jewess who believed Christ to be the “next David” and 
deemed herself “chosen-enough” to hang about after h/He blessed her.

Now, dear reader, if you have read our prior Sun-Leo mini-essay, you will be 
aware that “identifying” with Christ, as dodgy as such a psychological process is, is 
still 'better' than “identifying” with Yahweh. It follows, therefore, that “identifying” 
with Mary Magdalene is 'better' than “identifying” with Christ (± Yahweh) because, 
even if it runs the risk of seeing oneself as a “chosen” human, it doesn't run the risk 
of seeing oneself as d/Divine. In other words, Mother Mary is the g/Goddess-woman 
& Mary Magdalene is the woman-woman (see our notes on Helen-Clytemnestra) i.e. 
Mary Magdalene is a model of (step-wise) “dis-identification” from d/Divinity.

Let's not forget that Christ 'f/Flew p/Past' the Virgo-Libra-Scorpio sequence 
and 'f/Flew t/Through' the Sagittarian door. Thus, Mary Magdalene is a transitional 
symbol for the experience of uniqueness and specialness (and “chosen-ness”) that is 
in the process of surrendering itself to the Libran-Christian ideal of everyone being 
equal. Now, although “dis-identification” from Mary Magdalene is easier to achieve 
than “dis-identification” from Christ (± Yahweh), it isn't so easy that it can be done 
without some sort of preparation e.g. a series of 'centralizing' developments in all 4 
functions. For Freud, an obvious start would be to humanize the two “currents” of 
sexual development, the “sensual” and the “affectionate”. Or, as most of us know it, 
the “whore” and the “madonna”, all the while noting that gender is not the issue i.e. 
it needs to occur in both boys-men & girls-women. If this dyad can be “integrated”, 
a 'real (if not marriage, then) relationship' becomes possible. An individual who has 
(i) a spouse and (ii) a-bit-on-the-side is, therefore, seeing him/herself as “too unique”, 
“too special”, “too chosen”... and cruisin' for an 8th archetypal bruisin'.



SUN IN LIBRA (☼ in ) a '5-7' INTERACTION
(Apollo-Icarus) Bob Geldof; Mahatma Gandhi; F. Scott Fitzgerald; Martina 

Navratilova;  Paul Simon ... Carrie Fisher; Sting; Tim Robbins ... Susan Sarandon; 
Jonn Lennon; Margaret Thatcher; Lee Harvey Oswald

Is it possible for (any kind of) astrologer to claim that some 'interactions' are 
'better' than others? Hmm, maybe, maybe not... but the '5-7 interaction' is probably 
one the 'happier' interactions. Then again, as Freud concisely tells it, “appeal has no 
bearing on truth”. OK, so what is the (potential) deceit here? FA's answer is another 
question: what do you get when you cross a lion with a set of scales?

Over the prior two mini-essays, we had made our case for an “identification” 
with Christ (± Mary Magdalene) being 'better' than an “identification” with Yahweh 
(± Sophia/Mother Mary)... but this 'better-ness' still has its 'use by date' i.e. the point 
at which 'everyone is equal' irrespective of their (har, har... respective) 'inner', lower 
hemispheric sense of unique-ness/special-ness. In other words, we are now making a 
new case for Libra being the sign of “dis-identification” from any sense of 'hot-lined' 
access to d/Divinity... meaning that the placement the d/Divine Sun in the Scales may 
undercut precisely what Libra is 'meant' to achieve! Therefore, the individual with a 
natal Sun in Libra must struggle with that ol' creaky cliché, “everyone is born equal 
but are some 'Solar hot-liners' are born more equal than others”

This may be a problem that haunts one of the more famous spouses of Greek 
mythology, Odysseus (Juliet Sharman-Burke and Liz Greene align the Libran “King 
of Swords” with this ancient Greek king). Although Odysseus is the master of getting 
into Troy – he is the designer of the wooden horse – getting back to his spouse, queen 
Penelope, is the more difficult task. Taken as a group, the beyond-Troy adventures of 
Odysseus evoke the journey through the zodiac's ('matriarchal') left hemisphere e.g. 
the '12-ish' hypnotizer, substance-abuser Island of Lotus-Eaters, the '1-ish' Cyclops, 
the '1-2-ish' Island of Dawn, the '3-ish' polarities of Scylla and Charybdis, the '4-ish' 
sirens that sing many a sailor onto their (endogamous) reefs... Odysseus' success can 
be attributed to successive, diametric insights that 'extend' from the Sun as it tracks 
its way over the 'top' of the zodiac... and 'memories' of Libran-diplomacy (check out 
the Coen bros. funny update of Homer, “Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?”)

The reason we encourage natal Sun in Libra individuals to (at least, at first) 
focus on Greek mythology is that it is more sympathetic to 'reincarnatory' points of 
view than is Judeo-Christianity i.e. in these modern days of >three-score-and-ten life 
expectancy, most Sun in Libra individuals experience their Solar “progression” into 
Capricorn (at the risk of over-repetition, attentive readers already know about FA's 
case for Christ as 'non-reincarnator') and, therefore they could become an authority 
for those who are mired in the infantile left hemisphere. Despite this, the problem of 
'empty ideation' remains e.g. it won't be until s/he is 'conscious' of the '9 Sagittarian 
idea' – i.e. the corrupt political world (“Clockwork Orange”; Emerson) might not be 
'meant' to be improved – that s/he is able to see how to connect the ideal of Athene's 
law to the implementation of Athene's law.    

The natal Sun in Libra individual may be 'talented' with respect to harmony 
and diplomacy but we always need to ask: to what extent is s/he running the Icarus-
risk of keeping things too intellectual. The appeal of marriage-as-abstract-idea isn't 



necessarily the same as the 'appeal' of actual marriage... just ask the couples that we 
have included in our list above. Was Christ 'wise' to remain a b/Bachelor?  

At this point, there are bound to be some Christians 'complaining' that Christ 
did make a stopover at Libra before Ascending... h/He updated Moses in h/His claim 
that fidelity to one's spouse is more than “concrete” i.e. if the individual is physically 
faithful to his/her mother-wife/father-husband but, in any case, s/he has a 'phantasy 
toy-girl/boy', s/he is still a breaker of the 7th commandment. In other words, without 
Christ's explanatory '7 Libran' stop-over, those with natal Suns in Libra mightn't be 
trying hard enough to (psychologically) “integrate” their “whore-madonna”.

What is a couple to do if, after tying the knot, they discover that there is still 
plenty of extra-marital phantasying going on? (After a marital tiff, it is “natural” to 
have the taboo thought, “aw, I shoulda' married my previous girl/boyfriend” i.e. the 
thought that, ever-so easily, becomes a 'speak weapon'). No doubt, some couples will 
decide that the marriage was a mistake and, even if there had been no acts of Mosaic 
physical infidelity, Christ's 'update' would be pushing for a divorce. Then again, the 
Christian marriage vows are no less binding than the Jewish marriage vows and, so, 
we need to keep thinking... especially if this thinking emerges from Sun in Libra.

What, then, do we need to keep thinking about? Our answer is two-parted (i) 
the “progression” of the natal Sun into the sign of emotional truth, Scorpio (… most 
Sun in Libra individuals will marry when their natal Suns are doing just this) (ii) the 
'happy' fact that the Sun's rapid transit (i.e. the Sun cycles the zodiac 30x during the 
years of progression through Scorpio). If, we “'integrate” '(i)' & '(ii)', we realize that 
the married couple will have 30 cycles of the Sun 'out from' Libra-Scorpio and back 
around to (Cancer-Leo)-Virgo to generate an inner sense of what a marriage is built 
on... and that taboo thoughts are no big deal provided they are successfully analysed 
i.e. the Romeo//Juliet mask is removed and Oedipal/Electral stuff is laid bare. If 3% 
of the couples' Oedipal//Electra stuff is laid bare during every Sun cycle, arithmetic 
tells us that 30yrs of marriage could wind up 99% 'seen'. Not bad.

Whatever level of “marriage alchemy” has been achieved during the Libra's 
midlife progression into Scorpio, a psychological astrologer would hope that a good 
measure of “dis-identification alchemy” (i.e. from d/Divinity) is thrown into the mix 
because, aftet all, 'religious' Sagittarius follows on from 'pre-religious' Scorpio and 
the Sun passing through a fire sign (even if it is only a “progression”) is a recipe for 
over-valuation of all wild-horse “hotline” imaginations.   

In summary, then, the Mosaic version of marriage is based in the Saturnian 
“conscience” e.g. “I must not act on my taboo thoughts” (“I must repress/dissociate 
from my taboo thoughts” is less “conscience” and more deluded “quasi-conscience”) 
and the Christian version of marriage is based in the Solar “love” (i.e. “I have come 
to know my spouse so well that I don't phantasize about someone I don't know”). It 
is interesting, then, that Saturn takes about the same time to cycle the zodiac as the 
Sun takes to progress through Scorpio. The Saturnian and Solar versions of fidelity 
have, given enough time, every chance of being “integrated”.

But what about “transformed”? (in '4 Corners of the Cosmos: Pt.6', we made 
our case, right hemisphere = transformation)? Does this make Libra “God's waiting 
room” for the most demanding of transformational tasks? That is...



SUN IN SCORPIO ( in ) a '5-8' INTERACTION
(Apollo-Icarus) Joni Mitchell; John Cleese; Jodie Foster; Martin Scorcese; 

Prince Charles; Grace Kelly; Vivien Leigh; Hillary Clinton; Joe McCarthy; Billy 
Graham; Carl Sagan; Charles Manson

What do you get when you cross a lion with a scorpion? If we draw from our 
theme of 'diametric talent', the answer is straightforward... “a snake” i.e. (Taurean) 
Eve is inticed into thickening the anti-clockwising Plot through '8''s thermodynamic 
'diametric message'. (To understand how the zodiac lays out the different aspects of 
“time”, we urge our readers to look through '4 Corners of the Cosmos: Vol.1: Ch.2'). 
Although humans are prohibited from achieving immortality in the manner of God, 
this won't necessarily preclude them from other species of immortality. All the same, 
it is no small task to find one's non-Divine immortality... to do so, an individual must 
not only “dis-identify” from God but s/he also needs to “dis-identify” from hero/ines 
i.e. those who have been 'touched by' God (NB* it doesn't matter to God that Freud 
didn't believe in Him... His Decisions to 'touch' are subtle). In short, “individuation”, 
by ultimate definition, is a process that is intolerant of any sort of copying.

Equally, if the individual has become a 'hero' him/herself, s/he needs to find a 
way to hide it from those who would copy it. This is not to say that all heroism must 
be shrouded (FA, for example, is glad that Freud didn't hide his heroism)... it simply 
means that it needs to become increasingly irrelevant, not only to one's spouses and 
one's children but also to oneself. This is the problem that haunts the individual with 
natal Sun in Scorpio i.e. Scorpio is out to prevent the Sun from 'shining'... a struggle 
that can lead, if insufficiently understood, to that well-known status of psychological 
frustration that philosopher-Diogenes dubbed “cynicism”.

Despite this, this '5-8-er' does well to note that, in order to render something 
'increasingly irrelevant', it first needs to be given relevance. In other words, not only 
does a Sun in Scorpio 'see' Taurus across the zodiac diameter, s/he also needs to 'see' 
the circumferential 'roll around' to and from Taurus i.e. those places wherein s/he is 
given chances to address pre-ego-development issues (and, with Sun-Scorpio, the 4th 
function is most often thinking). This means that the Solar Scorpion needs to make a 
“complex opposite” of the fiery signs of “re-birth” – Sagittarius & Aries – and, then, 
lean toward the Ram. Indeed, prior to his/her 30th birthday, s/he is given a chance to 
'think-+-intuit' about the “opposites” in play by virtue of the Sun's “progression” to 
the '9-3 axis'. As you can see, some of the (Icarus-ish) names toward the end of list at 
the top of this page haven't/didn't take their (respective) '9-3 chances'.

In a similar way that the Sun in Leo individual is benefitted by the placement 
of 'personal' planets in Gemini-Cancer, so will the Sun in Scorpio individual benefit 
by 'personal' planetary placements in Virgo-Libra i.e. the 'centro-version' of feeling 
is made easier when it is underpinned by centroverted sensing-thinking. Natal moon 
in Cancer would make things easier still...

Back in our 'Sun in Virgo' mini-essay, we (re)-emphasised Freud's point that 
sexual development has two “streams”, “affectionate” and “sensual”... and, that, by 
and large, it is Virgo's 'job' to (earthily) “integrate” them. If Virgo (or Sun in Virgo) 
runs into trouble with this 'job', it is that she might come to this “integration” from 
too much the “sensual” side. In other words, the Maiden's might not be able to fully 



'balance' the “integration” until she comes to it from the “affectionate” side just as 
much as she already had from the “sensual” side. In more other words, the “whore-
madonna” needs to be balanced against the “madonna-whore”.

Conversely, we can say that the Sun in Scorpio individual is prone to making 
the same 'not-quite-balanced' “integration”... even if she has a 'diametric talent' for 
'seeing' the sensuality of Taurus. (By contrast, because there is no diametric insight, 
Saturn in Scorpio is prone to a completely unbalanced “whore-madonna”). As Joni 
Mitchell Scorpio-autumnally (derogatorily) sings it in “Hissing of Summer Lawns”, 
“♫ he bought her a diamond for her throat (Taurus rules the throat), he put her in a 
ranch house on the hill, she could see the valley bar-b-ques from her window sill, the 
blue pools in the squinting sun ♫ he gave her his darkness to regret and good reason 
to quit him, he gave her a room full of Chippendale that nobody sits in, still she stays 
with a love of some kind, it's the lady's choice, the hissing of summer lawns...”. For a 
funnier slant on similar (har, har) material, fast forward to Steve Carel's character's 
nightmare in “Crazy, Stupid, Love”... his wife's adulterer mowing the summer lawn.

If the individual with Sun in Scorpio prefers old-time religion to “rom-coms” 
(e.g. Billy Graham), s/he will need to 'see' his/her midlife Sun “progression” through 
Capricorn with a good sense of where the Christian myth is 'headed' i.e. because the 
10th sign refers to the (beginning of) the (re)-fall into matter, the individual begins to 
realize that she might be 330+yrs away from an admission through the Pearly Gates. 
Therefore, s/he may come to realize that s/he has a lot of 'work' to do over a number 
of lifetimes (standing about on podiums tacitly approving the power dreams of mass-
murderers?... not recommended).

When it comes to 'Eastern' (re-incarnation) mythology, however, can the Sun 
in Scorpio individual retort that the zodiac (Scorpio), a more 'collective' symbol than 
the horoscope (8th house), permits podium-standing? FA's answer: yes... but, prior to 
reaching Capricorn, s/he would still need to “transform” his/her natal placement i.e. 
empty word & emptier deed need to be replaced by a true study of 'motivation'. The 
individual with Sun in Scorpio may even hold the Pearly Gates' “key” if s/he is able 
to self-transform all '5-6-7-8' pretences of centroversion (“evil” desires for power).

The most obvious Sun-Scorpio myths is, of course, '5 Hercules' taking on the 
'8 Hydra'. It describes a hero being too heroic... altogether “too heliocentric”: either 
(i) Hercules is “too identified” with Scorpio's thermo-dynamic doom and, therefore, 
he is “too focused” on Taurean matter (e.g. Sagan-ic “positivism”) or (ii) Hercules is 
“too identified” with Taurean matter and, therefore, he is “too focused” on Scorpio's 
2nd law of thermodynamics... it is only when Hercules moves forward to '9-3' that he 
begins to 'see' the immaterial soul's 50-50% chance of “Reality” and, therefore, if he 
is to avoid the sin of philosophical laziness, he needs to look for it. Having found this 
Reality, Hercules realizes that Gemini's (50-50%) thinking needs to be ('4'-'5'-'6'-'7') 
rounded out to Scorpio's feeling “complex opposite” i.e. the degeneration of the flesh 
(i.e. “material” energy's law of thermo-dynamics) reciprocally, Yin-Yang-ly, needs to 
be paired up to the regeneration of the spirit (i.e. “spiritual” energy's law of 'spirito-
dynamics'). Not only does Love supercede power... l/Love also supercedes conscience. 
No more “positivist” heads for lopping. Pass through Pearly Gates with the l/Love of 
one's life... the “key” locking out all the nonsense left behind.




